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Possible cooling by resonant Fowler-Nordheim emission
Alexander N. Korotkova) and Konstantin K. Likharev
Department of Physics, State University of New York at Stony Brook, Stony Brook, New York 11794-3800

~Received 23 February 1999; accepted for publication 23 August 1999!

A method of electronic refrigeration based on resonant Fowler-Nordheim emission is analyzed. In
this method, a bulk emitter is covered with a-few-nm-thick film of a widegap semiconductor,
creating an intermediate step between electron energies in the emitter and in vacuum. An external
electric field tilts this potential profile, forming a quantum well at the semiconductor-vacuum
boundary. Alignment of its lowest two-dimensional subband with the energy of the hottest electrons
of the emitter~a few kBT above the Fermi level! leads to a resonant, selective emission of these
electrons, providing emitter cooling. Calculations show that cooling power of at least 30 W/cm2,
and temperatures down to 10 K may be achieved using this effect. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S0003-6951~99!02842-9#
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The idea of using thermionic transport of electrons o
an energy barrier for cooling has been repeatedly discu
in the literature~see, e.g., Refs. 1 and 2!. If the barrier height
is a few times the thermal spreadkBT, the thermionic current
may be quite substantial, with only the hot fraction of ele
trons being removed from the conductor. Unfortunately,
practical implementation of this idea runs into problems.

A barrier of the necessary height~;100 meV for 300 K,
and proportionally lower for lowerT! may be readily imple-
mented in solid state structures, in particular using compo
semiconductors. However, even if the barriers are relativ
thick, the back flow of heat to the cooled conductor is p
hibitively high;1,2 multilayer structures proposed to ove
come this effect1 seem very complex and promise only
little cooling power.~Only at millidegrees Kelvin tempera
tures where electron-phonon coupling is very weak, has
ficient cooling been demonstrated using thermionic tran
over the superconductor energy gap.3!

Even a very narrow~submicron! vacuum gap can effec
tively quench the back heat flow, reducing it to radiatio
limited levels of the order of 0.1 W/cm2 ~at 300 K!. Unfor-
tunately, in this case the energy barrier height is determi
by the conductor work function which is too high for mo
materials. A natural way to enforce electron transfer throu
a relatively high barrier is to apply a strong electric fiel
(;10 MV/cm), inducing Fowler-Nordheim tunnelin
through the barrier. However, in typical situations the tu
neling through the initially uniform barrier pulls out elec
trons within a relatively broad energy range that results
heating rather than in cooling~the ‘‘Nottingham effect’’4!.

We propose to limit the energy range of transferred el
trons using resonant tunneling in a simple structure~Fig. 1!
where the bulk emitter~a metal or a heavily doped semico
ductor! is covered with a thin~a-few-nm! layer of a widegap
semiconductor. While at zero voltage the electron poten
energy profile of this structure has two steps@Fig. 1~a!#, its
tilting by the applied electric field creates a triangular-sha
potential well@Fig. 1~b!# and, hence, the discrete levels~sub-
bands for the full energy! localized at the semiconductor film
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surface. If the electric field aligns the lowest subband w
energy levels of the hottest electrons in the emitter~a few
kBT above the Fermi level!, resonant tunneling of these ele
trons to vacuum may lead to very efficient heat removal, a
hence to emitter cooling.5

Our proposal hinges on several ideas put forward ear
Numerous experiments indicate that Fowler-Nordheim em
sion is frequently enhanced by resonant tunneling thro
localized surface states arising from unintention
contamination.6 Cooling of the nanoclusters using this effe
was proposed in Ref. 7.@Cooling of two-dimensional~2D!
electron gas based on the resonant tunneling through q
tum dots was proposed even earlier.8# However, to extend
cooling to macroscopic objects, a large number of surf
nanoparticles should be used in a single device. In this c
unavoidable spread of the size and shape of these part
would result in fluctuations of the resonant level position
preventing their proper alignment with the Fermi level of t
emitter, unless nanoscale fabrication with atomic precisio
used. In contrast, our suggestion involves only planar str
tures and does not require nanofabrication.

Concerning planar structures, Fowler-Nordheim tunn
ing via the resonant subbands was predicted long ago9 and

FIG. 1. The energy diagram of the proposed device:~a! in absence of bias
and~b! at finite electric field. Resonant tunneling via quantized levels ab
the Fermi energy removes the hot fraction of electrons, thus cooling
emitter.
1 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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then observed in several systems.10 The Fowler-Nordheim
emission through resonant subbands at the outer surface
semiconductor in a strong electric field was predicted in R
11. The emission coupled to the electron resonance in
vacuum gap was considered in Ref. 12. However, the po
bility of heat removal was not mentioned in any of the
publications.

To analyze the cooling effect in the system shown
Fig. 1, let us assume the interfaces to be perfectly plane
that the electron motion in the direction of tunneling~x axis!
and in perpendicular direction are separated. Neglec
band bending and assuming triangular shape of the well,
resonant energies are13

E5Ex1E' , Ex5U2eEd1En , ~1!

En5~2an!~e2E2\2/2m!1/3, ~2!

where energies are relative to the emitter Fermi level,U is
the initial energy step~Fig. 1!, E is the electric field in the
film, d is the film thickness,E'5\2k'

2 /2m, m is the electron
effective mass in the film, andan is the sequence of Airy
function zeros~a0522.34, a1524.09,...!.

In absence of energy relaxation, the level filling pro
ability p5pn(E') may be found from the stationary solutio
of the usual master equation, givingp5 f gL /(gL1gR),
where f 5 f (E) is the Fermi distribution of the emitter elec
trons, andgL andgR are the rates of electron escape from t
quantum well into conductor and into vacuum, respective
These rates may be calculated asgL,R5nDL,R , where
n is the ‘‘attempt frequency,’’ n5@2*dx/v(x)#21

5En/2\uanu3/2, and barrier transparenciesDL,R are given by
Wentzel–Kramers–Brillouin ~WKB! approximation ~ne-
glecting the image charge effects!

ln DL52~4A2m/3eE\!~eEd2En!3/2, ~3!

ln DR52~4A2m0/3eE0\!~F2U2En2DE!3/2. ~4!

Here the shiftDE5(\2k'
2 /2)(m212m0

21) is due to the dif-
ference betweenm and the electron massm0 in vacuum,F is
the work function of the bulk emitter, andE0 is the electric
field in vacuum. The relation between this field andE in-
cludes the 2D charge densitys of the electrons accumulate
in the well, e0E05ee0E1s ~e is the dielectric constant o
the semiconductor film!. The charge densitys, as well as the
resonant current densityj and thermal flowq, may be calcu-
lated as

s5 (
n,E'

ep, j 5 (
n,E'

egRp, q5 (
n,E'

EgRp. ~5!

When the quantized level is above the emitter Fe
level, the typical spread ofE' for the electrons in the sub
band is of the order ofT ~from this point on,kB51!. Hence,
assuming the barriers much higher thanT, we can neglectDE
in Eq. ~4!. Then integrating overE' , we get

j 5er(
n

T ln~11e2Ex /T!gLgR /~gL1gR!, ~6!rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is s
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q5r(
n

FExT ln~11e2Ex /T!1
T2

2
@ ln~11e2Ex /T!#2

1T2Li 2@~11eEx /T!21#GgLgR /~gL1gR!, ~7!

where Li2(z)5(k51
` zk/k2 is the dilogarithm function andr

5m/p\2 is the 2D density of states per unit area.
Equations~6! and ~7! do not include the components o

current j 8 and heat flowq8 due to nonresonant, ‘‘direct’’
tunneling. For this process, the barrier transparency may
calculated asD5DLDR . A standard WKB calculation yields

j 85
eE 0

2mc

2p2\3K
D0

LD0
R t

sint
, K5

mcE0

mE 0
L 1

mcE0

m0E 0
R , ~8!

q852
E 0

3mc

2p2\3K
D0

LD0
R t2 cost

~sint !2 , t5pT/E0 , ~9!

where 1/E0[d(2 ln D)/dEx51/E 0
L11/E 0

R , E 0
L

5e\E/2(2m)1/2@U1/22max(0,U2eEd)1/2#, E 0
R

5e\E0/2(2m0)1/2(F2eEd)1/2, ln D0
L52(4(2m)1/2/3eE\)

3@(U)3/22max(0,U2eEd)3/2#, and lnD0
R5

2@4(2m0)
1/2/3eE0\#max(0,F2eEd)3/2. ~Notice that within

the accuracy of WKB approximation these formulas may
used even ifU2eEd,0.! The well-known factor14 t/sint
shows that our approximation, based on the linear expan
of ln D near the Fermi level, can be used only atT,E0 . At
low temperatures the nonresonant tunneling always prov
heating of the emitter, although it changes to cooling aT
.E0/2.

Figure 2 shows one of the results of our calculatio
using Eqs.~6!–~9!. The cooling powerq first increases ex-
ponentially with the field, because the lowest subband
aligned with more and more populated hot electron leve
and then drops sharply when the subband crosses the F
level ~at larger fieldsq becomes negative, indicating emitte
heating!. Just before this drop the cooling power reache
maximum, in this case as high as 300 W/cm2 at T5100 K.

The maximum values ofq, as well as the correspondin
values ofj andq8, for several other parameter sets are list
in Table I. From Fig. 2 one can see that the suitable range

FIG. 2. Solid lines: the resonant current densityj, the corresponding cooling
power densityq, nonresonant currentj 8, and the corresponding heatin
power 2q8 as functions of the applied electric fieldE for F54 eV, U
51 eV, m50.5m0 , mc5m0 , e55, and d52.5 nm, at T5300 K. The
dashed lines show the cooling powerq at T5100 and 30 K.
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the electric fieldE shrinks rapidly as emitter temperatu
goes down. Nevertheless, our model indicates thatq1q8
may be positive~i.e., cooling is still possible! for tempera-
tures as low as 10 K.

Let us discuss how realistic our model is. Equation~5! is
strictly valid only if the energy relaxation in the well is muc
slower thangL , gR . We have also neglected the resona
subband broadening due to tunneling~but it was monitored
to be negligible for our parameter sets!. One more possible
source of deviations from the model is electron scattering
the well and during tunneling~however, these processes c
hardly affect the process of hot electron extraction!. Next, we
have implicitly assumed that the Fermi energy of the b
emitter is much larger than all considered energies.

Despite the used assumptions, we expect that for sm
films the overall accuracy of our results is limited mainly
that of the WKB approximation,15 so at least the order o
magnitude is correct. Since the results show that the reso
emission cooling at temperatures above;100 K may prevail
over the nonresonant heating in a relatively broad range
electric field, and their ratio may be very high, we are co
fident that the net cooling of the emitter may be achiev
However, the estimate of the lowest achievable tempera
~10 K! may be more vulnerable.

The largest problem we see with the experimental imp
mentation of resonant emission cooling is the necessary
uniformity. In fact, Table I shows that at 300 K the effect
stable with respect to substantial (;20%) variations ofd.
However, to achieve cooling to 100 K, film thickness var
tions should not exceed;3%. Also, the electric field should
be decreased below the optimal value in order to be sure
we have not stepped into the heating region on any con
erable fraction of the emitter area. For the example giv
above (T5100 K), this factor reduces the average cooli
power to about 30 W/cm2 at an electric current density o
;1 kA/cm2.

Another limitation of cooling power may come from un
acceptably large densityqa of power release on the anode.
fact, if one uses the straightforward planar cathode-an
geometry, even for the vacuum gapd0 as small as 10 nm the
necessary voltageV5Ed1E0d0 is above 35 V, giving for

TABLE I. Maximum cooling flow densityq and heating density2q8, as
well as the corresponding electric fieldE and resonant electric current den
sity j , for several parameter sets.

F
eV

U
eV

m
m0 e

d
nm

T
K

E
MV/cm

j
kA/cm2

q
W/cm2

2q8
W/cm2

4 1 0.5 5 2.5 300 7.2 90 3000 8
100 7.2 30 300 8

4 1 0.5 5 2.7 300 6.4 30 1000 0.8
100 6.4 10 100 1.0
30 6.4 3 9 0.9
10 6.4 1 1 0.9

4 1 0.2 7 3 300 6.8 400 10000 900
5 1.5 0.2 7 3.5 300 7.4 20 900 10
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our exampleqa'35 kW/cm2. With this power, even the bes
imaginable radiator would not be able to keep the ano
temperature below;1000 K. However, the electric field
may be provided by a micromachined ‘‘grid’’ electrode at
small distanced0 from the cathode, followed by anothe
much more distant grid at approximately the same elec
potential, and a collector at a lower potential, so that el
trons are decelerated before the ‘‘soft landing.’’ Such s
tems~see, e.g., Ref. 16! allow to recover more than 90% o
the electron energy. In this case, for our example with
feasible valued0530 nm, qa is reduced below 10 kW/cm2,
and with a good radiator the anode temperature raise ma
kept within 300 K. This may be acceptable in practice wh
giving negligible radiation backflow below 1 W/cm2.

To summarize, we have proposed a method of electro
refrigeration using the resonant Fowler-Nordheim tunnel
in a fairly simple planar thin-film structure. If the experime
confirms our theory, this device may be valuable for t
integration of advanced low-temperature electronic devi
with room-temperature circuits. Also, due to the accompa
ing high electric current density the effect may find applic
tions in field emitter technologies.

Useful discussions with D. V. Averin, H. Busta, and R
Tsu are gratefully acknowledged. The work has been s
ported in part by DARPA’s HERETIC program via ARO.
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